4(a) - A6357 (minor poisoning)
propanil $t_{1/2} = 0.9$ h
DCA $t_{1/2} = 3.8$ h

4(b) - A5846 (minor poisoning)
propanil $t_{1/2} = 2.7$ h
DCA $t_{1/2} = 4.4$ h

4(c) - P3408 (minor poisoning)
propanil $t_{1/2} = 0.9$ h
DCA $t_{1/2} = 2.8$ h

4(d) - A6273 (Death)

4(e) - P4717 (moderate-severe poisoning)
XT x 4 cycles

4(f) - A4796 (minor poisoning)